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OFFICE MEMORANDUM

Sub:-Provisional Panel for Recruitment in Group-C (Level-2) category against
Scout & Guides Quota for the year 2019-20.

Ref :- Em ployment N otification No. P- H Q/RRC/7 621 2OLg - 2A dated 14 / 09 / 2A E .

1, Vr,'jith reference to the recruitment notification above, advertising inter-
alia for filling up 02 posts in Group-C in Level-2 pay Matrix 7th CPC,
against Scouts & Guicles quota, written examination for all eligible
applicants was conducted on 09102/2020.

2. Based on the marks obtained in the written examination, Scouts & Guides
Certificates, the following candidates have been provisionally empanelled
against two notified vacancies in ievel-2 posts under Scouts & Guides
Quota for the year 2019-20.

Sl. No. Roll No.
I. 20i9L077
2. 20L9t079

It may be noted that this empanelment is provisional and actual
appointment/posting will be subject to the candidate passing the
prescribeci Medical Examination, verification of antecedents and all
certificates a nd testimon ials.
The appointment of the above candidates on suitable posts in Level ll, Pay
Matrix; 7rh CPC will be subject to requirement of administration and
avaiiability of posts. Candidates are liable to be posted in any departrnent
over SECR.
Individual offer of appointment wili be sent by HQ./SfCR to the empanelled
candidates
The candiciates if appointed will have to serve S.E.C.Railway for a minimum
period of 5 years from the date of posting after training. No any Transfer
application will be entertained from them.
The candidates are given opportunity to submit representation against the
penal, if any, within 15 days from the date of issue of this office
memorandum.

This has the approval of competent authority.
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(Uday Ku\+far Bharti)

Chairman/ RRC/SECR/ Bilaspur
Copy for information to:-

l.Secretary,/sECR , 2. PCPOISECR/BSP, 3. DRM/SECR/BSP, R & NGP
4. DGM (G)/SECR/BSP, 5. SPO (HOySECR/BSP,6. Notice Board 7. Concerned file.
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